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Abstract— Now a days online marketing rapidly growing day 

by day. Most of the customers are very interested to study the 

product reviews before buying any product through online 

shopping. In this regard, opinion mining or sentiment analysis 

plays the major roles to extract various product attributes to give 

rank the sellers as well as products. In this paper, we recommend a 

innovative technique to   classify the opinion features through 

reviews by using domain specific collections and domain 

independent collections respectively. Domain relevance (DR) is 

the difference between domain dependent collection and domain 

independent collection, and is relevant term or word in the 

document reviews. We primarily use the syntactic dependency 

principles for candidate features extraction. We can compute 

Intrinsic domain relevance (IDR) evaluation score based on 

domain dependent collection and extrinsic domain relevance 

(EDR) evaluation score based on domain independent collection 

respectively. Main features of review document got lesser 

conventional EDR score and greater IDR score more than other 

cut-off finalized as opinionated features. 

 

Keywords: Opinion mining, Domain relevance, Sentiment 

analysis, Intrinsic & extrinsic domain relevance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In online marketing, the most of the customers examine the 

products, services, and the attitude of sellers or merchants by 

other customer opinions or suggestions about sellers or 

merchants. To study the people’s opinions or sentiments is 

called Opinion mining or sentiment analysis [1], [2]. 

Generally, sentiments or opinions are expressed in the form of 

textual reviews or document reviews at specific domain. The 

complete subjectivity or opinion can be expressed on entity in 

the any product or service reviews with specific entity aspects 

(e.g., display, camera). The problem occur in sentence-level 

opinion mining also, as appeared in Example 1.1. 

“I brought Oppo f9 pro mobile recently, It has excellent 

picture quality as well as fast charging is amazing feature, but 

audio quality somewhat good when compare to Samsung 

galaxy phones, otherwise this is a great phone.” 

In the above review example gives the summary of the 

product given by the customer in the form of review. But it 

contains contradict features like positive and negative 

features. Here “picture” quality and “charging” features are 

positive, and “audio” quality is negative based on attributes of 

mobile.  

In most of the customers to analyse the final product 
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ranking by attributes in which what are positive and negative 

aspects contributed. This is essential to mine particular 

opinionated features from script evaluations and co-relate 

them into outline features. Generally, in opinion mining, the 

opinion feature consists the attributes of specific item or 

product. This paper proposes an innovative technique, to 

identify the opinionated features from online or unstructured 

literal review reports. 

There are plenty of methodologies are used to mine 

opinionated features in opinion mining. The supervised 

methods are best if we work with specific area or domain else 

the methods are re-applied on different area or domain [3]. 

Unsupervised characteristic dialect handling (NLP) 

approaches [4] distinguish assessment includes by 

characterizing domain free syntactic layouts or principles that 

catch the reliance jobs and neighbourhood setting of the 

element terms. Be that as it may, rules don't function 

admirably on casual genuine surveys, which need formal 

structure.  

One significant outcome of our effort is that the 

distributional structure of a supposition highlight in a given 

domain pendent survey collections,1 for instance, mobile 

phone audits, is not quite the same as that in an area 

autonomous collections. For example, the conclusion include 

"camera" will in general be made reference to habitually in 

the domain of mobile phone surveys, however not as often as 

possible in the area unimportant Culture article accumulation. 

This leads us to propose a novel strategy to distinguish 

sentiment includes by misusing their dissemination 

differences crosswise over various corpora. In particular, we 

recommended and assessed the domain relevance (DR) of a 

supposition include crosswise over two collections.  The 

domain relevance can compute the term or word is related to 

collections.  

The highlights of our method are: primarily, we get 

complete list of validated candidate features by applying few 

syntactic principles from the given area survey. Next, we can 

identify the candidate features related to domain relevance 

score by specific domain collection and independent domain 

collections computation in which the intrinsic domain 

relevance (IDR) evaluation score, and the extrinsic domain 

relevance (EDR) evaluation score, separately. At last, based 

on less IDR evaluation scores and higher EDR scores we get 

candidate features. 
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RELATED WORK 

The textual reviews commonly studied by the opinions or 

sentiments are three types namely, document, sentence, and 

word or term levels respectively. The document level or 

sentence level opinions are categorize the sentiment or 

subjectivity in single review documents or lines in the 

document. 

Ache and Lee [7] proposed to initially utilize a 

sentence-level subjectivity finder to distinguish the sentences 

in a report as either emotional or objective, and in this mode 

placing of the objectives. They linked at the particular point 

the assessment classifier to the ensuing bias extricate, thru 

improved outcomes.  

Maas et al. [8] projected a method for document level and 

sentence level categorize assignments, and also get word 

vectors by using supervised and un-supervised methods for 

collection syntactic word term –sentence information as well 

in higher rate of sentiments.  

The syntactic principles or rules are applied in document 

reviews and mine the sentiment features by using 

un-supervised NLP methods. At this point, the methods are 

used to find syntactic similarity on feature terms or words in 

the sentences by syntactic principles [4] and the methods are 

used to locate the features related with sentiment words 

through syntactic relations. 

In our estimated IEDR method uses the way that term 

circulation qualities fluctuate crosswise over various kinds of 

corpora, specifically area particular versus space 

autonomous, to determine ground-breaking clues that 

assistance separate legitimate highlights from the 

inacceptable ones. In the initial step of our methodology, we 

characterize some syntactic reliance standards to remove 

competitor highlights, like NLP methods. In another step, we 

utilize the IEDR  

IMPLIMENTATION DETAILS & RESULTS 

Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed method working procedure. 

We primarily, mine the list of candidate features by a domain 

dependent collection and a domain independent collection 

from manually defined syntactic principles. After candidate 

feature extraction, we can compute its IDR from domain 

dependent collection and its EDR from domain independent 

collections.,ie only candidates selected under IDR evaluation 

score exceeds internal relevant threshold value and EDR 

evaluation score is less when compared to other external 

relevant threshold values assumed as a validated opinionated 

features. 

3.1 Candidate feature Extraction: 

Generally, the opinionated features are nouns and they 

treated as the subject or object of document review. As per 

L.Tensiere [10] dependency grammar, there are three types of 

dependency relationships subject-verb (SBV), verb-object 

(VOB), and preposition-object (POB).  The opinionated 

features are generated by using these relationships more 

precisely.  

The working procedure of candidate feature extraction 

contains two steps: 1) to identify the syntactic format for 

every sentence in the given document review collections 

through dependence parsing [DP]; 2) by applying syntactic 

principles (shown in Table 1), to identify the dependence 

format as well as their co-related nouns mined as a candidate 

features.  

3.2 Opinionated Feature Identification: 

Domain Relevance describes the term is how much similar 

to a specific domain collection by using the dispersion and 

deviation. 

Dispersion gives how specifically a word or term appeared 

among every documents by calculating the  

 
Fig.1 Proposed IEDR approach 

  

 

 
(The cost of mobile is very expensive) 

Fig 2. SBV dependency relation 

 

Table 1. Syntactic principles 

Principles Explanation 

 

Noun 

(NN)+Subject 

Verb (SBV)  

Candidate Feature 

(CF) 

Identify the Noun as a 

Candidate Feature, if noun  

has a SBV dependency 

relation 
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Noun (NN)+Verb 

Object (VOB)  

Candidate Feature 

(CF) 

Identify the Noun as a 

Candidate Feature, if noun  

has a VOB dependency 

relation 

 

Noun (NN)+ 

Preposition Object 

(POB)  

Candidate Feature 

(CF) 

Identify the Noun as a 

Candidate Feature, if noun  

has a POB dependency 

relation 

 

distributional necessity of word or term among several 

documents in the entire collection.  

Deviation gives how much a word or term referenced in a 

specific document by using distributional necessity in the 

document 

The dispersion and deviation are computed by the term or 

word frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) term 

or word weights. Every term or word  Ti takes a term or word 

frequency TFij in a document Dj, and a global total document 

frequency DFi. The weight wij of term Ti in document Dj is 

after computed as illustration given below: 

 
where i =1; . . .;M for a total no. of M terms, and j =1; . . .;N 

for a total no.of N documents in the collection. 

Standard variance (Si): 

The standard variance can be calculated by using term Ti is 

given below: 

  
Weight (wi): wi is the average of weight of term Ti across 

whole documents is computed by using 

 Dispersion (dispi):  

The dispersion calculated for each term Ti in the collection 

is well-defined as follows: 

 
 Deviation (deviij): 

The deviation of term Ti in document Dj is computed as 

follows 

 
 where the average weight wij in the document Dj is 

calculated over all M terms as follows: 

 
 Domain relevance (dri): 

The domain relevance for term Ti in the collection is lastly 

well-defined as given below: 

  
Obviously, the area relevance dri connects harizonatal 

(dispersion dispi) and vertical (deviation deviij) levels in 

distributional criticalness of term Ti in the collection. The 

area relevance score subsequently mirrors the positioning and 

distributional attributes of a line in the document in the total 

collection. 

 

The system for registering the domain relevance is the 

equivalent paying little mind to the collections, as abridged in 

Algorithm 1. At the point when the methodology is connected 

to the area particular audit collections, the scores are called 

IDR, else they are called EDR. 

 

Algorithm #1 Steps: Computing Intrinsic / Relevance 

                                   Domain Relevance (IDR/EDR) 

Input: A domain specific / independent collections C 

Output: Domain relevance scores (IDR or EDR) 

1. For each candidate feature CFi do 

2. Begin 

3. For each document Dj in the collection C do 

4. Begin 

5.  Compute value of weight; 

6.  Compute value of standard deviation; 

7. Compute value of dispersion; 

8. End; 

9.  For each document Dj in the collection C do 

10. Begin 

11.  Compute value of deviation;  

12  Compute value of domain relevance; 

13. End  

14. Return: A list of IDR/EDR domain relevance  

                   scores for all candidate features; 

15.   End; 

Algorithm #2 Steps: Recognizing opinionated features via 

IEDR 

Input: Domain review collection R and domain 

            independent collection D 

Output: A list of validated opinionated features 

1 .For each candidate feature CFi do 

2. Begin 

3. Calculate the score of IDR (idri) on the review 

    collections R;  

4. Calculate the score of EDR (edri) on the domain   

    Independent collections D; 

5. If (idri >= ith) AND (edri <= eth) then 

6.         Confirm candidate CFi as a feature; 

7. Return: A list of opinionated features selected; 

8. End; 

By using the inter-collection method of IEDR technique we 

can get the Candidate features with higher EDR evaluation  

 

 

 

 

 

scores or lesser IDR 
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evaluation scores are snipped. The proposed IEDR technique 

summarized in Algorithm 2, in which the lowest IDR 

threshold ith and the highest EDR threshold eth can found 

practically. 

The IEDR algorithm on a mobile phone example is given in 

Example 3.1 as follows:  

Example 3.1. “The display of iPhone X looks very nice, 

and its camera also super. I am one of the fan to this phone and 

I like very much, but it is too expensive, and I am unable to 

bear its cost now, it will take time to buy it” 

Examples 3.1 illustrate the mobile phone review on iPhone 

X mobile.  The “display” and “camera” are nouns of mobile 

phone is marked as a right opinionated features. By applying 

algorithm 2 on the example as follows: Primarily, use the 

syntactic principles (principles in short) well-defined in Table 

1 to mine a list of candidate features (nouns): “display,” 

“camera,” “fans,” and “cost,” as presented in row 1 of Table 

2. Then, by using IEDR evaluation method filter the four 

candidates, to get the latest complete list of opinionated 

features: “display” and “camera,” as illustrated in row 2 of 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Selected opinionated features through various 

methods. 

For assessment, we correspondingly itemized the mined 

opinionated features after solitary usage of these two 

methods, as exposed in row 3 is selected under IDR 

evaluation and row 4 is selected under EDR evaluation 

respectively in the Table 2. By IDR evaluation, “fans” is not 

domain-specific abundant, so “fans” is snipped. By EDR 

evaluation, “cost” is also common term, so “cost” is snipped. 

The IEDR method syndicates together onsets to snip both 

“fans” and “cost,” ensuing in two precise features. 

CONCLUSION 

In this article, we projected an innovative inter-collections 

data method to opinionated feature mining founded by using 

the IEDR method applies the feature-filtering principle, its 

exploits the differences in sharing characteristics of opinion 

features through two collections namely domain-specific and 

domain-independent. IEDR recognize candidate features 

those are very specific to the specified assessment domain. 
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